
KENTUCKY COAL - 
KEEPIN' THE LIGHTS ON FOR YA! 

Jennifer Fowler 



"Why am I here? How many more years until I can retire? Why did I ever agree 

to teach 81h grade this year? I would rather be home with my children! " I am ashamed 

to admit it but these are just a few of the constant negative thoughts that have controlled 

my school year - the absolute worst year in my short six-year career. Previous years 

included great relationships with my students and co-workers, excitement about teaching 

science.. .an overall happy learning environment. But not this year! Was it my students? 

My curriculum? Me? I wasn't for sure.. .I just knew I didn't want to be here. It was 

January (just after a glorious Christmas Break) and I was ready to throw in the towel. It 

was time to complete the second half of our Chemistry unit and then begin something 

new - Coal. Little did I know that one student was destined for what seemed to be the 

impossible - restoring my faith in teaching. 

Introduction 

Students were engaged in the decision making of this coal unit from the very 

beginning - you could say the complete format was their idea. When I first thought of 

doing this coal study, I turned to a familiar exercise to lay the foundation of the unit - a 

KWL chart. 

"What do we already know about coal?" At first, not many hands. But as I 

invited a student to write their response on our bulletin board paper with my new 

markers, numerous hands shot into the air. Still, I was surprised at their elementary 

knowledge of coal. Since they did not seem to have a basic knowledge of coal, I hoped 

they would be excited learning about coal. The questions rolled out of their mouths.. . 

"How is coal made? What kinds of jobs are in coal? How can we make mining safer? 

How do you get the coal out of the mountain?" I was happy to see them so eager. (I can 



assure you they were not this eager during our Chemistry unit!) Then, one student, with 

more of a comment than a question, said, "Last year, our science teacher mentioned that 

our coal is important to the world because it is used for electricity. I still don't 

understand how it goes from the mountains to the electricity we use to turn the lights on." 

The science teachers had met the week before and discussed our concern about 

our physical science scores so it was fresh on my mind. Our CATS scores show a decline 

in the area of physical science (specifically energy). I had already told the students that, 

due to our scores, physical science would be a focus for the year. I reminded them of this 

and elaborated about how great an idea it would be to mix our coal unit and physical 

science. Hoping they agreed, we took a vote and electricity became the focus of our unit. 

Even though coal's role in the generation of electricity was the focus of the unit, I 

was worried about beginning with this topic when they did not even seem to have a basic 

understanding of coal. The students and I went back through our KWL chart and chose 

specific questions that we also wanted to focus on - for some it would be a review, but 

for the majority, learning about coal in the classroom would be a new experience. We 

agreed on the following essential questions: 

Why coal? 
How is coal formed? 
What are some different techniques for mining coal? 

0 What are some current laws and technologies that make mining safer? 
How is coal transported? 
What role does coal play in the generation of electricity? 

From these essential questions chosen by the students, my team of teachers and I agreed 

on the following objectives: 

SC-07-1.1.1 Students will classify substances by their chemical/reactive properties 
SC-07-2.3.2 Students will explain the layers of the earth and their interactions 
SC-07-4.6.2 Students will describe where energy comes from (and goes next) in examples that 
involve several different forms of energy: heat, light, motion of objects, and chemical 



WR-M-l . 1 .O PurposeiAudience: Students will establish and maintain a focused purpose to 
communicate with an authentic audience 
WR-M-1.2.0 Idea Development/Support: Students will support main ideas and deepen the 
audience's understanding of purpose 
WR-M-2.3.0 Organization: Students will create unity and coherence to accomplish the focused 
purpose 
SS-08-4.4.3 Students will explain how the natural resources of a place or region impact its 
political, social and economic development in the United States 
SS-08-5.1.2 Students will explain how history is a series of connected events 
MA-08-2.1.2 Students will estimate measurements in standard units in real-world and 
mathematical problems 
MA-08-4.1.1 Students will analyze and make inferences from data displays 

As our KWL charts hung in the hallways, they drew crowds. Students and teachers 

from other teams wanted to know what we were doing. Apparently some students were 

late for their class and explained to them that they were reading coal KWL charts 

upstairs. We were not happy that they were late for class but excited that they were 

interested. I think this will create a greater interest fiom teachers for next year's unit. 

Activities 

On the first day of our coal unit every student received a blue folder with their name 

on it and a new pencil. They were told to bring this to class every day. We also 

discussed some classroom management - when they entered the class, each lesson would 

have a word of the day and a journal prompt on the easel. I taught them how to do a 

"double journal entry" by folding their paper "hotdog style." On the left side of the 

paper, they were to define the word and respond to the prompt at the beginning of class 

(before we discussed it). Then after completing the lesson, students got their papers back 

out and elaborated on the right side of the paper with their new knowledge of the topic. 

This way we could see just how much we learned with each lesson. What a difference! 

Pre-activity: In order to get the students in a "coal" state of mind, we watched the 

movie, "October Sky." Students completed discussion questions about coal towns. 



Lesson 1 : Why coal? In order to answer this first question, the students and I 

discussed the many benefits of using coal as an energy source. Afterwards, students 

watched a short video, "Everyday Uses of Coal," and were given the assignment to write 

a short essay, "What Coal Means To Me." What began as a quick assignment not only 

ended up as an eye-opening journey into the lives of some of my students but was also 

the moment I had been waiting for all year - inspiration and remembrance on why I 

became a teacher. Most of the essays were what I call "cookie-cutter". . . "coal means 

electricity to play my Wii." But then there was "Jessie's" essay. "Jessie" writes, 

"To most people coal means electricity, but I have no electricity ... they cut it offagain. 
Nothing new... To me, coal means warmth so my family doesn't freeze at night ... coal 
means hot food instead of cold soup straight out of the can ... coal meansflames of light to 
complete my homework at night after all my chores are$nished ... " 

As I sat at my desk, a flood of emotion swept through my heart and mind. This morning 

my major worry was finding a blanket that matched my daughter's outfit before she went 

to the baby sitter's house. What had my students had to worry about this morning - 

hunger, warmth, abuse, dirty clothes? I felt so guilty and then I slowly began to 

remember "why". . . "Why am I here?" I had been asking myself this question all year. I 

was here for "Jesse." I became a teacher because I wanted to help and inspire children 

from this area to reach higher, want more, expect better. I had forgotten why I was 

here.. .but "Jesse" reminded me. I completed the rest of the unit with my newfound 

enthusiasm. 

Lesson 2: How is coal formed? We began this lesson with a look at the geologic time 

line. Students took notes and then used their math skills to develop a scale for their own 

time lines. We then took off to the outdoor classroom to collect grass, leaves, twigs, 

sand, etc in order to perform our coal formation simulation activity. We also looked at 



various diagrams that illustrated the actual process of coal formation and compared them 

to our own procedures. Students then helped designed a scoring rubric and completed an 

open response with over 90% of our students scoring proficient\ distinguished. We then 

passed around samples of the four stages of coal and made several observations. We then 

did a quick review of the rock cycle by singing the rock cycle song and made predictions 

as to what type of rock each stage of coal belonged to. Students also made magnets with 

"coal slogans." They loved it and I was impressed with their creativity. 

Lesson 3: What are the different techniques for mining coal? First, students looked at 

the different types of surface and underground mining techniques, the processes of each, 

and the specific machinery used. Two of our principals spoke to the students - one used 

to work in underground mines and the other on a surface mine. Students then took a 

virtual tour of an underground mine that showed how mining has changed over the last 

century. Students made a chart comparing mining in the 1800s, early 1900s, and today. 

Lesson 4: What are some current laws and technologies for making mining safer? The 

previous virtual tour led into this lesson because it also discussed how mining safety and 

technology has developed. Students were divided into groups where they researched 

mine safety equipment, mine machinery developed to increase mine safety, or laws and 

regulations developed in order to make mining safer. Students used the information to 

design a poster and write a poem. They presented their posters and poetry to the class. 

Lesson 5: How is coal transported? Students researched the pros and cons of the 

various methods of transporting coal and found valuable statistical information. We used 

the information to make pie charts showing the percentage of Kentucky Coal delivered 

by each method. Students wrote an editorial expressing their view on coal transportation. 



Lesson 6: What role does coal play in the generation of electricity? We looked at a 

step-by-step process of how electricity is generated from coal. We also looked at how 

electricity is delivered to our homes. Students completed a WebQuest, used a generator 

to turn on a light, and wrote an open response with 85% proficientldistinguished. 

In the end, students wrote a short story to demonstrate their learning in the coal unit. 

Students imagined they were a lump of coal and wrote a story about their life. We also 

completed the last column of our KWL chart, competed in the first annual Coal Bowl, 

and held our school coal fair. Students were impressed with how much they had learned! 

Summary 

Was this unit a success? Yes.. .and on so many different levels. My students 

learned a great deal of information while having fun and I was back on track. Even 

though not every original essential question and activity was fully answered and 

completed due to time constraints, students received a solid knowledge of coal and the 

coal industry that can be built upon in the years to come. One personal goal is to get 

more of our elementary schools involved in this organization so that when students come 

to the middle school they can already understand the basics. This way I can go more in 

depth into a specific, higher-level topic of the students' choice. 

Not only did the students and teachers involved get an opportunity to evaluate this 

unit, parents also added their two cents. At an open house many parents commented on 

their child's excitement about the unit and the final coal project and expressed their own 

enthusiasm about their child learning such an important, real-world topic. The students 

completed individual surveys as did the other teachers involved. In total, over 200 

students, 17 teachers, and 3 administrators participated in the success of this unit. 































I am pleased to announce that Teams Adams Black and Young Black o w  
0 Middle School will be participating in the CEDAR (Coal Education Development 
and Resource) program for the first time. CEDAR is "an all-volunteer, not-for-profit 
corporation, began in July 1993 as a partnership between the Coal Industry, Business 
Community and Educators." CEDAR targets students grades K-12 in Johnson, Pike, 
Floyd, Knott, Martin, Letcher, and Magoffin counties in an attempt to form a 
"knowledgeable, unbiased opinion of the coal industry." CEDAR'S mission "is to 
facilitate the increase of knowledge and understanding of the many benefits the Coal 
Industry provides in our daily lives by providing financial resources and coal education 
materials to implement its study in the school curriculum." 

We will begin our Coal Study Unit in March. "Kentucky Coal - Keepin' The 
Lights On For Ya" will focus specifically on coal's role in the generation of electricity. 
However, we will also be researching and discussing topics such as how coal is formed, 
techniques for mining, types of transportation in the mining industry, laws and 
technologies to make mining safer and improve environmental factors, etc. 

Students will be participating in several activities throughout the unit as well as 
complete a final coal project (I will send more information about this at a later time). 
One of my main goals is to involve the community and families of these students. I am 
asking for volunteer guest speakers. I am looking for coal employees, historians, power 
plantlelectrical employees, etc. If you have, or know someone who has, knowledge, 
experience, and\or artifacts about coal mining or the process of generating electricity, I 
invite you to share this information with our class. Again, we will begin our unit in 
March and will do our best to work around your schedule. 

Please become an active participant in children's education - they are the future! 

Sincerely, 

Name: 

Topic: 

Contact Information: 



ParentsIGuardians: 
By now, most of you are aware of our upcoming Coal Unit - Kentucky Coal: 

Leavin' The Lights On For Ya! Hopefully, you received my last letter concerning our 
need for guest speakers. Now we are ready to begin planning our coal fair project, which 
each student is REQUIRED to complete as either an individual or a group. Your child 
and i have gone over this in class and now it is time for you to help your child determine 
their project category and topic. The topic can be ANYTHING as long as the main focus 
of the project is something dealing with coal. 

Students can compete in one of the following categories: science, math, language 
arts, music, technology - multimedia, or social studies. These projects will not only be 
graded for my class but will also be on display at our school's coal fair. Selected projects 
will be invited to compete in the Regional Coal Fair in Pikeville, where 63 cash prizes are 
awarded to category winners, with nine additional cash prizes being awarded to the over- 
all grade level winners. A Project of the Year Award valued at $2500 is awarded to the 
student having the over-all best project at the Regional Fair. 

Each category has it's own guidelines and scoring sheet, which I will give to 
students when they return this form. General rules are on the back of this form. The 
most important things to consider when coming up with your project are originality and 
relevance to coal. Again, the topic can be anything about coal - the formation of coal, 
careers in coal, coal reclamation, coal safety, electricity from coal, famous people in coal, 
types of mining, coal and the environment, calculating coal, mine ventilation, etc. Be 
specific, be creative, be original! Topics can apply to different categories. For example, 
if your topic is the formation of coal, one student can do a science project, another 
student can write a short story or poem about the formation of coal, another student can 
write and perform a song, one student can complete a Powerpoint presentation, etc. 

Helping your child is not only allowed, it is encouraged. You may help with 
the research and the display. Your student must be able to answer questions about hislher 
project during judging. My son completed a project last year. i helped him with the 
research and organization of his project as well as the presentation of his poster board (he 
is sloppy so I helped him make it look good). However, he could answer any question 
the judges threw at him because he knew the topic - I only helped with the organization 
and presentation. Display and neatness are major requirements. 

uestions or concerns please contact me a- or 
. Please return the bottom of this form by March gth. 

Name: 

Topic (Be specific): 

Category: 

Group (list names) or Individual: 

ParentIGuardian signature: 
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in Coalwood my whole liCe, but had never been 
where Dad was going t o  take he. I was going 
in to  the hine! 

'Cohe over here: he beckoned, spreading a hap 
OF the mine on the table. .He pointed a t  a 
winding black streak that ran across it. "That's 
the Nuhber Four Pocahontas Seaml the Finest 
and purest soCt coal in the world. These lines I've 
drawn represent the tunnels we've driven 
through it since the hine has been operational." 

He ... brought out another drawing. "This is the side 
~ i e w  OF a typical seaw The coal is overlaid by a hard 
shale called draw rock. Underneath is what we call jack 
rock. Engineers have t o  know how t o  hold up the draw 
rock t o  keep it Eroh Falling and how t o  hove the jack 
rock out OF the wa y.. ..Ih 

The e$Geda& swung the gate aside, and For the 
t i h e  in &i liCe i stepped onto the wooden-plank 









What does coal, mean to me? 

Without coal in my life I couldn't he able to function properly. Since 

82% of Kentucky's coal is used for electricity, cml plays a very important 

role in my life. Without it I wouldn't he able to get on my computer and get 

on myspace, icq, and a l  of that other great stuff. I also wouldn't be able to 

play any of my video games or listen to my favorite bands. Alm, I wouldn't 

be able to heat anything up in the microwave, or cook something an the 

stove. I would have to resort to cooking it over an open fire like they did 

ages ago. It also means that I wouldn't be able to talk on the phone with any 

of my fi-iends. We would have to start up the pony express again and send 

telegrams to one another. 

Coal is also important to me, and the rest of the people in Kentucky 

because it gives a lot of people jobs here. Working in the coal mines has its 

advantages believe it or not. For example, the coal mines normally have 

good pay, and you will build up a lot of muscle really quick from all that 

hard work. 

Coal is also important to me because it helps heat some of my 

family's houses. They have a c d  furnace that they throw the coal into and it 



creates heat for them so they don't freeze to death. If it weren't for cod we 

would all have to huddle up to each other to preserve heat. 

Now you can clearly see the impact coal has on my life. I'm sure it has the 

m e  impact on y o u  life as it does on mine, considering the fact that all 

teenagers want to do is talk on the phone and get on the Internet. But we 

don't have to worry about runniq out of c d  because we have enough to 

last us for at least 200 years, and tmst me, we'll be long gone by then. 
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Rocks, Minerals, and Fosslb , 

Geologic Time Scale 

Different layers of rocks were formed at different times. The rocks at the bottom of 
the Grand Canyon are much older than the rocks near the top. 

Scientists have been able to form a time line of the Earth's history by comparing rocks 
and fossils from all over the world. They have divided Earth history into four periods that we 
call eras. 

The oldest time period is called the Precambrian Era. This period dates from 4.6 
billion years ago to 570 million years ago. It takes up about 75 percent of the Earth's history. 
Scientists believe that organisms of this era lived in shallow seas. They were very simple 
animals with no shells or bones, so they left very few fossils. Most of the evidence of life from 
that time is in the form of worrn-like trails or burrows. Most Precambrian rocks are igneous 
or metamorphic rocks, which don't have as many fossils as sedimentary roq 

The next era was the Paleozoic Era. ihis period extended 570 m.illj 
to 225 million years ago. Many Paleozoic animals were invertebrates, or ani 
backbones, but they did have hard shell coverings, so lots of fossils have 
Trilobites, brachiopods, and sponges were common during this time. Warm, 
covered much of the continents. Fish developed in these waters, and are 
the first vertebrates, or animals with backbones. Late in the~aleozoic Era, a 
land plants developed. Vast swamps were found all along the cotistlines of- 
The vegetation that died was buried by sediment,and layer upon layer ofthis: 
up. Heat and pressure turned the o r s i c  matter into coal. (Now you know why 

-=''s--* a fossil fuel!) At the end of the Paleozoic Era, many of the swamps dried up, and many - 
species of amphibians became extinct. .3 

The third era was the Mesozoic Era, also called the age of reptiles. Reptiles became 
very abundant. They were less dependent on water than amphibians and fishes, so-they 
could adapt to the drier environment. This era dates from approximately 225 million years 
ago to 65 million years ago. This was the time of the huge dinosaurs, the Brontosaurus and 
the Tyrannosaurus. It was also the time for much smaller ones that were much like our 
lizards of today. There was a coil-shelled animal that lived in the oceans at that time called 
the ammonite. It is a good index fossil for this era. The Mesozoic Era ended with a change 
of climate and the extinction of many animals, including dinosaurs and ammonites. Some 
scientists think these changes were rather abrupt. They may have been caused by a large 
meteorite striking the Earth. 

The final era is the Cenozoic Era. It's time period begins 65 million years ago and 
continues today. This is a time when mammals have become the primary land animals and 
many flowering plants have developed. The Ice Age occurred during this time, and with it, 
we have seen the first signs of human life. 

So, you see, by using dating methods and fossil remains, scientists are able to put 
together some idea of the Earth's history. There is still a lot that is unknown and a lot that 
we don't understand about the Earth's history. Maybe one of you will become a paleontolo- 
gist and fill in missing details about the history of our planet, 

Q Mark Twain Media, lnc., Publishers 
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Rocks, Mlerals, and Fossils 

1. What are the four eras of Earth's history? 
\ 

2. What is an index fossil of the Mesozoic Era? 

3. What is a major cause of species extinction? 

- -- 

4. Why are there few fossils from Precambrian times? 

11 5. Brachiopods were found from which era? 

6. What are vertebrates? 

11 7. From what does coal form? 
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1. Are there radioactive elements in you? 

2. How old do some scientists think the Earth is? 

3. Where have the oldest rocks been found, and how old are they? 

4. What is the half-life of carbon? - L+ 9 

-- -- 
-- C -n 

5. Would you expect a fossil found 10 feet underground to be older or younger than one 
found 6 feet down? Explain. 
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Rocks, Minerals, and Fossils 

Dino-Power 

What if a big, old Brontosaurus got frightened by a Tyrannosaurus Rex and went 
crashing through the swamp? This huge animal would knock down trees and shrubs and 
stomp them into the mud. Over millions of years, sediments would build up over these dead 
plants. Pressure and heat would cause this organic matter to turn to coal. 

The electricity you use today may be coming from a power plant that uses coal for 
fuel. So, I guess you could say your lights are dino-powered! 

Coal, oil, and natural gas supply about 90 percent of the energy used in the United 
States. These sources of energy are known as fossil fuels. They are formed from plants and 
animals that lived millions of years ago. As the organisms died and began to decay, they 
were buried under sediments. Heat and pressure caused them to change into coal, oil, and 
natural gas. - <-:, r 

When fossil fuels are burned, their energy is released. Coal, which formed froin 
plants that once grew in swamps and bogs, has been used for heat by people for hundreds - --+ *F. . 

+ ., - of years. Today it is used mostly to generate electricity. ., ., - 
Oil was formed from ancient, microscopic ocean life. These organisms .- died:&d + -+- 

settled to the floor of the sea. Thick layers of these dead organisms were cover&-Nth =+:--. .- 
sediment. Again, it took millions of years, but with heat and pressure, oil was fdi@-&:'O~) -+%+7zw3-7+ a -i: = 

often trapped in pockets of sandstone. When these pockets are located, dee$ <.<. wells +@% are L. x- . *- 
drilled, and the oil is pumped to the surface. Crude oil is taken to a refinery, wher6 it can be - -- - - -- 

made into many products. Along with gasoline and heating fuel, oil is used in the produciion 
of plastics, rubber, and organic chemicals. 

The Apafosaurus, one of the huge sauropods, was 80 feet long. 
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Rocks, M1nerals;ind Fosdls Dlno-Power 

While oil is a liquid fossil fuel, another fossil fuel, natural gas, is found in a gaseous 
form. This gas forms in much the same way as oil, but its carbon compounds are less 
complex. Natural gas is the cleanest and easiest fossil fuel to use. 

Our dependency on fossil fuels for energy has caused some problems. To begin with, 
they are not a renewable resource, and some scientists think we may run out in 30 years. 
Burning coal and oil also releases smoke and ashes that pollute the atmosphere. The sulfur 
and nitrogen oxides that are released can cause'another problem. They combine with 
rainwater and produce a dilute acid. This acid can change the pH level of lakes and ponds 
and cause a die-off of aquatic organisms. Some scientists also believe the burning of fossil 
fuels has contributed to global warming. 

Mining and transportation are also problems related to fossil fuel use. Coal is often 
mined by a process called strip mining. All the topsoil and rock above the coal is removed. 
After the coal has been mined, the soil and rock are put back. This often creates an infertile, 
rocky land area that erodes easily. 

Oil has been found under some fragile environments, including the s e a j d  the 
tundra. In both cases, oil spills have proved to be very detrimental to the environment: .. . s &:,-.. 

Scientists are looking for new energy sources, and they are -also-promting 2P? Ga-w - 

conservation and wise use of our remaining fossil fuels. New methods of &nmn@&nd - A  , g 2 - -  . 
transportation that are less harmful to the environment are being developed. ~ e w  q u i p  
ment has been invented to capture the harmful gases produced when fossil fdelsare are. 

burned. We can all help by practicing conservation of energy. . - 

- - - - - -- -. - - -- - - - 

Burning fossil fuels pollutes the atmosphere, and oil spills pollute our water. Steps are belng taken 
to conserve fossil fuels and use them more wisely so that the environment 1s not damaged further. 
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Rocks, Minerals, and Fossils ~ino-Po&r 

11 Name Date 

4.. How can we conseke fossil fuels? 

I 

5. In what kind of rock is oil often found? 

GI 
1. What are three types of fossil fuels? 
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HOC~S, Minerals, ana rosslrs 

What Date Is It? 

The law of superposition states that in undisturbed la Lyers of rock, fossil one layer 
would be older than those in the layer above them. But just how old are they? 

Scientists have developed a technique for finding the age of some rocks. This 
method uses the amount of radioactivity in the rocks to age them. This can be done because 
the radioactive elements in the rocks change at a constant rate. Geologists refer to the haff- 
life of an element as the time it takes for one half of its radioactive atoms to decay. Uranium 
has a half-life of 4.5 billion years. Carbon, on the other hand, has a half-life of only 5,370 
years. 

Using radiometric dating, scientists have found rocks in Australia that are 4.2 billion 
years old. Some scientists think the Earth is about 4.6 billion years old. 

For materials younger than 35,000 years, scientists must use a different dating 
method. This is known as carbon 14 dating. Carbon 14 is a radioactive element found in all 
organic matter. When a plant or animal dies, carbon 14 is no longer renewed. and k be&s 
to change to nitrogen 14. So, the amount of carbon 14 left in pieces of wood foundkin a glacier 

-7  

will help scientists date the Ice Age. .-* . 

Uslng dating techniques on dinosaur fossils, scientists have determined that dinosaurs flourished 
during the Jurassic period, about 180 million years ago. 
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Rocks, Minerals, and Fossils 

- Geologic Time 
A Study Guide 

Geologic Event 

oldest life forms 

mountain building 

beginning of era 

Appalachian Mountains form 

first fish 

first land plants and amphibians 

first reptiles 

Atlantic Ocean forrned- 

first dinosaur 

Rocky Mountains begin to form 
- .- 

last dinosaur, 

first humans 

Ice Age 

Grand Canyon begins to form 

A+ on science test 

Number of Years Ago 

3.2 billion 

570 million 

500 million 

406 million 

395 million 

350 million 

235 million 

200 million 

136 million 

70 million 

3 million 

2 million 

2 million 

This week 
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Coal Formation Simulation 

Objectives: Students will be able to.. . 
1. observe change over time through the simulation of forming coal through 

fossilizing plant materials 
2. practice science skills such as hypothesizing, observing, and describing the 

process and results of an experiment 

Kentucky Core Content: 
SC-08-1.1.4, SC-08-2.3.1, SC-08-3.5.1 

Discussion Questions: 
1. What does it mean to "simulate" a process? 
2. What is a fossil fbel? 
3. How is coal formed? 

Procedures: 
1. Go to the outdoor classroom and gather leaves, twigs, ferns, etc. 
2. Line your container with plastic wrap 
3. Pour 4 in of water into the container 
4. Evenly spread 2 in of sand in the container 
5. Add your foliage gathered from the outdoor classroom 

Hypothesis: 
What changes will occur over the next few weeks? 

Observations: 
1. Title your paper "Coal Formation Simulation" 
2. Write "Day 1 - March 6." Under "Day 1 ," describe what your container looks 

like as well as what textures and colors you notice in the sand and foliage. Draw 
a picture@ 

**We will make observations every Tuesday and Friday for the next few weeks 

Future Procedures: 
I .  In two weeks (March 20), add 2 in of soil to the container. Continue making your 

observations. 
2. Two more weeks (March 30), drain the remaining water from your container 

before we leave for spring break 
3. April 9 - make final observations@ What did you create? 











Classification and Rank of Coal . University of Kentucky Page 1 of 1 
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KGS Home > Coal> Coal Information 

Classification and Rank of coal 

Type of Coal Appearance 1 Texture Rock or I Carbon 

.. . 

Bituminous - 

~nthracite "- 



Getting to Know Coal 
THE FORMATION OF COAL 

Coal is classified by geologists as a mineral. But most minerals, 
like salt or iron ore, were formed by inorganic matter. Coal, on 
the other hand, came from organic matter-plants, that lived 
about 300 million years ago. 

F. 

grew taller than our tall 
these plants died and fell into the swamp 
grew to take their place and when these plants died, still others 
grew. In time, there was a thick layer of dead, decaying plants 
in the water. 

The surface of the earth changed, and dirt washed into the wa- 
ter, covering the dead plants and preventing them from com- SUBBITUMINOUS ANTHRACITE 

pletely decomposing. More plants grew but they too died and 
fell into the water, forming a separate layer of dead decaying Coal Formation 
plants, which over time were also covered by sediments, pre- 
venting their complete decomposition. After millions of years 
many layers had formed, one on top of the other. dominately found in Montana, Wyoming, Utah, Colorado, 

The weight of the overlying layers compressed the lower layers New Mexico, Washington and Alaska. Subbituminous coal ac- 

of plant matter forming peat. Heat and pressure caused by the counts for about 37  percent of the coal reserves in the United 

overlying sediments, produced chemical changes in the peat, States. 

forcing out oxygen and hydrogen, leaving behind rich carbon Lignite, geologically, is the youngest and the lowest ranked 
deposits - coal. coal, containing 25  percent to 35 percent carbon. It is found in 

Geologists estimate that a layer of plants 20  feet thick may the Gulf Coast and Northern Plains regions of the United 

have been required to form a coal seam one foot thick. Coal States. It is used primarily to generate electricity and to pro- 

seams vary in thickness, ranging from only a few inches thick duce synthetic natural gas and liquids. Lignite reserves ac- 

to more than 100 feet in thickness. count for about 9 percent of the United States' coal reserves. 

THE CLASSIFICATIONS 
OF COAL 

Anthracite is a hard coal containing 86 percent to 9 7  per- 
cent carbon and is the hottest burning. Anthracite is most often 
associated with retail home heating, a small segment of the 
overall domestic market for coal. There are about 7.3 billion 
tons of anthracite reserves located in 11 counties of northeast- 
e m  Pennsylvania. Anthracite accounts for about 2 percent of 
the coal reserves in the United States. 

These classifications are based on the amount of carbon, oxy- 
gen and hydrogen present in the coal. The amounts vary with 
the location of the coal seam, the types of plants from which 
the coal was formed, and the degree of change brought about 
by heat and pressure, often associated with the age of the coal. 
All coal has carbon and sulfur to some degree. Coal that was 
formed in swamps covered by seawater contains a higher sd- 
fur content; low sulfur coal was generally formed under fresh- 
water conditions. 

The Energy Information Administration groups coal into three 
broad sulfur categories: 

Bituminous is the most common type of coal found in the 
LOW-Coal containing 0.6 pounds or  less of sulfur per 

U.S. It is 45 percent to 86 percent carbon, and softer than an- million Btu. This type of coal accounts for about 3 4  percent 

ti-imcite. Bituminous coal is used primarily to fire electric utility of the total demonstrated reserve base (DRB). 

power plants, for producing coke for the-steel industry, and is MEDIUM-Coal with a sulfur content of 0.61 to  1 .67  
of growing importance to other industries. About 52 percent of pounds of sulfur per million Btu. This type of coal accounts 
the United States' coal reserves are bituminous coal.. for about 31 percent of the total DRB. 

Sabbituminoas is a lower classification of coal, with high HIGH-Coal containing 1.68 pounds of sulfur and above 
percentages of both volatile matter and moisture. It contains per million Btu. This type accounts for some 35 percent of 
35 percent to 45  percent carbon. Subbituminous coal is pre- the total DRB. 



The Rock Cycle 

On the line provided, identify the type or rock in each part of the cycle. 

LVeatkering and 

Dynamic Earth J P 103 





How Are Metamorphic 
Rocks Used? 
this diagram shows how coal is formed. Notice that above the drawings there is 

ils haw long ago each step took place. The oldest stage is at the left, ~4 - a >  

jent stage is sh&$'g$'the right:&" i +q& ", w+ $*&-& 

Millions of Years Ago 
I 300 280 220 ! SO 4 iJ Presen~.... 1 

The swamp BuriW by Buried wen 
dries up, more and deeper, bitu- 
Buried under mow layers of minous coal 
layers of sedl- sediment, the is changed by 
mmt, the peat lignite becomes great heat and 

A thick layer changes to a more compact- pressure. it 
Plan& die of peat, paw sedimentary ed. It forms foms anthracite, 

A forest and sink to decayed pfants, rock called bituminous a metamorphic 
swamp the boltom. builds up. lignite (LlGnight). coal. rock. 

3. What does peat change into? 

6. How is bituminous coal changed to anthracite coal? 

7. What kind of rock is anthracite coal? 
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Addition and Subtraction 
Add or subtract the fractions. When you get an answer, change that answer 
to the code letter shown below. Place that letter below your answer. The 

equipment that miners wear. 

KEY: 
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Coal Mine Health and Safety 
A commitment to enhance safety training and the development of new technologies 
has yielded remarkable improvements in the mine as a workplace. 

Mining has a lower rate of injuries and illness per 100 employees than the 
agriculture, construction or retail trades. According to the Department of 
Labor, the accident and injury rate for miners today is comparable to that of 
grocery store workers. 

Since 1970, coal miners have more nearly tripled their productivity, while work 
related injuries and fatalities have declined 45 percent and 82 percent, 
respectively ( I  970-2001). 

Sourece: US. Department of Labor, Mine Safety & Health Administration, Mine lnju& & Worktime 
Quarterly Closeout 2001 Edition; NCA, Bituminous Coal Data 1972 Edition, p. 39 

In an underground mine, the walls of the tunnels or shafts are covered with 
pulverized white rock to help settle coal dust. Also, water sprayers on 
mechanized equipment, such as continuous and long wall miners, help 
reduce dust concentrations in the mine. 

To keep the air constantly moving, huge ventilation fans at the surface pull a 
continuous supply of fresh air into the mine. This helps remove lingering coal 
dust and discourages the buildup of potentially explosive methane gas. 
Electronic methane monitors are installed throughout a deep mine, and 
miners carry hand-held units as well. 

Roof bolts, protective steel canopies on mining equipment, and automated 
temporary roof supports provide miners continuous protection while mining 
coal. 

Personal protective equipment is evident throughout a coal mine. Miners wear 
hard hats, steel-toed boots, hearing protection, air purifying systems and high 
intensity lamps that improve visibility underground. They also carry self- 
rescuers that filter out harmful gases in case of an emergency in the mine. 

Coal mines are subject to regular, comprehensive inspections by the federal 
Mine Safety and Health Administration (MSHA), as well as safety and health 
reporting requirements that are much more stringent than those required by 
the Occupational Safety and Health Administration, which regulates most 
other U.S. industries. 

According to Mine Safety & Health Administration (MSHA), the 20th century 
saw "remarkable improvements in safety and health for U.S. miners ..." MSHA 
data indicates that for underground coal mining, "the rate of fatal injuries 
declined by 92% since 1960 (1 960-2000). 

Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Mine Safety & Health Administration, Mine Injury Ei Worktime 
Quarterly 2000 closeout and historic MSHA data - Bituminous Coal Data, 1972, p. 39 

For miners disabled by coal worker's pneumoconiosis (black lung), the coal 
industry is committed to providing equitable benefits. Coal producers pay 
$1 . I  0 for every ton of underground coal mined and 55 cents for every ton of 
surface coal mined into the Black Lung Disability Trust Fund, which is used to 
provide benefits to eligible miners where no last responsible operator can be 
identified. Where there is a responsible operator, that company must pay the 
eligible claimant and dependant's black lung benefits. 



Let's See How Much You Know About Cool! 
Words relating to coal are listed below. Use the words to complete the crossword 
puzzle. Read the clues then write the answer in the puzzle. Hint: all of the words 
will not be used in the crossword. 

plant 
unit 
safety 
Hopis 
steel 
sulfur 
trucks 
shaft 
underground 
hard hat 
steam 
surface 
Canada 
barges 
overburden 
carbon 
trains 
electricity 
factories 
exports 
reclaimed 

ACROSS 
1. Draglines, power shovels and trucks are used to mine coal. 
4. The used coal to bake pottery made from clay. 
5. are used to transport coal on rivers or the Great Lakes. 
8. In mining, a shaft is dug to reach the coal. 
11. Today, we use coal to produce more than half of America's 
13. Coal was formed millions of years ago and is made up mostly of 

DOWN 
1. Coke, made from coal, is used to make . 

2. Parks and campgrounds are examples of land that has been 
3. A major market for coal is 
6. All miners are concerned about 
7. A scrubber removes the after coal has been burned. 
9. To reach the coal at a surface mine, draglines remove the 
10. The heat from coal is used in some to make paper and cement. 
12. A train is made up of 100 cars or more and moves coal from the coal mine 
to the user. 



Safety First 
Safety is very important. At underground mines, each miner wears several items to pro- 
tect himselfherself. A miner wears a hard hat with a battery-powered light to see in the 
mine. A self-rescuer, strapped to a miner's belt, filters out harm 
thing happens to the air in the mine. Ankle straps hold the 
miner's pant legs so they don't get caught in the machinery. 

A miner also wears safety glasses to protect hisher eyes. Steel-toed 
shoes are worn to protect hisher feet from moving machinery and 
rock. At surface mines, each miner wears steel-toed shoes, a hard 
hat and safety glasses. 

When coal is mined, methane, an explosive gas, is released. The 
methane was trapped in the coal when it was formed millions of 
years ago. To be sure the mine is a safe place to work, large fans 
move fresh air through the mine. Miners check the air every twenty 
minutes to make sure enough fresh air is moving through the mine 
to take away harmful gases. 

When you learned to ride a bike, or learn to drive a car, there are 
certain safety rules you must obey, The same is true for miners. 1his ma/m;neris opemting a roof boltng 
They work with powerful machines, electricity, moving conveyors machine that drills a hole into the rock in the roof - 

and vehicles, and heavy tools. You can imagine how important it is Alongstee1rad, whichisinse*ed 
into the drilled hole, holds the rock together. This to do all these jobs carefully. Before miners work in a mine, they go hebs to make the mine asaferplo~e to work. 

to classes that train them to work safely. 

To Market, to Market 
Once coal is mined, it has to be transported to the user. Trains 
carry most of the coal. Often a train will have 100 cars or 
more. This is called a unit train. A typical unit train can carry 
at leastf0,000 tons of coal in a single shipment. The train 
travels directly from a mine to the user without stopping. 

If a mine is located near a river, the coal may travel by 
barge like ones you can see on the Ohio, Mississippi, and 
Tennessee Rivers. Barges also move coal on the Great Lakes. The train loaded with coalis headedto a customer. The coal 

There are other ways to move coal as well. If the mine is mav be going a Power Planfor a fact0"Y where i t  will 
produce heot or power to make paper or other products that 

closer to the user, coal can be sent by truck or conveyor. , ,,,, --- 
Out west, coal is mixed with water and sent through an 

underground pipeline from Arizona to Nevada. 

Cleaning the Air 
The sulfur in coal can cause air pollution when coal is burned. But complying with strict laws 
- such as the Clean Air Act -and the use of new equipment and coal burning methods have 
helped to greatly reduce pollution while allowing more coal to be used to generate electricity. 

Some types of coal are low in sulfur and can be burned with little pollution. Other types of 
coal have large amounts of sulfur that must be removed. 





Most Kentucky coal is transported by more than one mode of transportation because 
of cost considerations, the location of the minesite, andlor the customer. Kentucky 
coal is transoorted by rall, truck, andlor barge, and transportation can comorise more 
than one-thiid of thecost of delivered coal,- 

Kentucky Coal Transportation Distribution, Modes (Estimates) 

Sources: Kentucky Coal Councll estimates based on data from: Kentucky Transportation Cabinet's 
Hiahwav System; U.S. DOE-EIA. Quarterlv Coal Re~or t  October-December, 2000; Coal lndustrv Annua. 2000; 
Kentucky Department of Mhes and Minerals, Annual Reoofl, 2000. 

In multimodal coal transportation the "initial" transportation mode from the mine-site 
is not always the "primary" mode of coal transportation due to the following: 

Shipments of coal moved to consumers primarily by rail can include coal hauled to or 
away from a railroad siding by truck, 

Shipments of coal moved to consumers via river by barge include coal hauled to or 
away from coal river terminals by truck, rail, or conveyor. 

Coal Transportation by Rail in Kentucky 
Kentucky has over2,650 miles of railroad lines, overwhich 
94,6milliontons of Kentucky coal weretransported in 2000. 

There are two Class I railroads, one regional railroad, and 
two short line railroads that operate totally in Kentucky or 
originate coal in Kentucky. 

These railroads, along with privately owned cars of electric 
powercompanies, haveover 50,000 hoppercars dedicated 

There are two Class I railroads, one regional railroad, and 
two short line railroads that operate totally in Kentucky or 
originate coal in Kentucky. 

to the transport of coal. 

Kentucky has approximately 11 7 coal rail loading facilities. 
Almost all (go+%) rail shipments of Kentucky coal move by unit train service, 

Coal Transportation by Barge in Kentucky 
Kentucky has more than 1,000 miles of navigable rivers 
over which approximately 24 million tons of Kentucky 
coal were shipped in 2000. 

Statewide, 48 coal riverterminals on the Ohio River and its 
tributaries selveKentucky coal shippers (34 within Kentucky). 
In total, 19 coal river terminals are located near Eastern 
Kentucky, 6 in Central Kentucky, and 23 near Western 
Kentucky. 

Of these, 19 of the coal riverterminals have rail access, 38 have truckaccess, 14 have 
barge off-loading access, and 7 have conveyor access. Automated blending is found 
in 34 of the coal river terminals with 29 having automatic sampling, 19 having some 
coal crushing equipment, and 9 having stoker preparation equipment. 

Source: Kentucky Coal Councll, Yentuckv Coal Marketino Uodat~s  - Coal River Terminals, 2000 

Coal Transportation by Truck in Kentucky 
Approximately 3,400 miles of state-maintained highways are usedfortransporting coal. 

Truck shipments are a very important mode of coal trans- 
portation in Kentucky. In 2000, approximately 1.94 billion 
ton-miles of coal transportation by truck were reported in 
at least one leg of the many different types of multimodal 
coal transportation market routes. 

Over 2,971' coal trucks were registered during 2000 in 
Kentucky, indicatingthatover 2,971 coaltruckdrivers were 
employed in Kentucky. The sale of extended weight coal 
decals generated $753,242 in 2000. 
Sources: Kentucky Transportation Cabinet, gftlciai Coal Haul Hiahwav Svstem; Department of Vehicle 
Regulation - Division ot Motor Vehicle Licensing. 











Imagine that you live in a western state where there are good geothermal 
energy sources. Your region needs a new power plant. One citizens' group 



Open Responses: 

1. Kentucky's fossil record includes fern and shell. 
a. What does this tell you about Kentucky? 
b. Using the information from part A, describe the process of coal formation. 

2. Kentucky's coal is not only essential to Kentucky, it is essential to the world. 
a. List three things Kentucky coal is used for. 
b. Describe how coal is used to generate electricity. 

Short Story prompt: 

Imagine you are a lump of coal! Write a short story about your life experiences. 

Suggestions on what to include - how you were formed, how you were mined, how you 
were transported, what you are being used for, etc. 

Remember.. .be creative! And include all the essential components of a short story 
(setting, plot, characters, dialogue, etc.) 
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Students, Parents, and Guardians.. . 

This is just a reminder that the coal fair projects are due Friday, April 13". The students 
were given this assignment in January and were allowed to choose their own category 
(science, math, language arts, social studies, technology, art, or music) and a topic in that 
category. Each student was also given a packet specific to their category that outlined 
exactly what was required for their project. Remember, i f  thev do not follow the 
guidelines, their project will be disqualified. In addition to their requirements, we have 
stressed that the more they do (video, model, pictures, journal, brochures, etc.), the better 
their score and, therefore, a greater likelihood of winning. 

The projects will be set up and on display in the library. Due to other activities 
associated with Survivor Week taking place in the library, students should not bring 
their projects to school until the morning of April 13'~. If this is a problem, please 
contact me so we can work something out. I could stay after school on Thursday the 1 2 ~ ~  
if some parents need to bring in the project then - please let me know if I need to do this. 
If your child is not at school on Friday the 1 3th, their project must somehow make it to 
school by 10:OO am if they want to be judged for the competition. This is also when 
students receive their grade for their project. 

There are over 150 projects that will be turned in on the 1 3th in the various categories. I 
have judges to judge each category. They will use the same score sheet given to the 
students. 50 of those projects will go on to the regional coal fair in Pikeville to compete 
with other middle school students in surrounding counties. I will be asking for a few 
parent volunteers to help me take those projects to Pikeville in May. 

The students have been given several handouts in order to make their project a success. 
We have also looked at several past winners and they know what I expect. Their project 
needs to be factual but also creative.. .not only is information an important factor, but 
appearancelneatness is as well. 

I look forward to looking at all the distinguished projects our students have completed! 
Thank you for all your help. 

- 
JCMS 
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2006-2007 Coal Unit 
Teacher Evaluation 

1. What activities did your class participate in during this year's coal 
unit? 

2. What activity do you feel your class enjoyed most? . 

4. What would you like t o  change about this coal unit? 

-I 

5. What new activities/topics would you like t o  see in next year's coal 
unit? 



2006-2007 Coal Unit 
Student Evaluation 

1. What activities did you participate in during the coal unit? 

2. What did you like best about our coal u i t? 

tOlM,kOi, s;MJ$ion 

3. What new information did you learn? 

4. How can you use this new knowledge? 

0 rtspfiy Q U S ~ ~ ~  

5. What would you like t o  change about this coal unit? 

flof so m u d  

6. What new activit iesko ics would you like to  see in our next coal unit? 

c i d  hi95 



2006-2007 Coal Unit 
Student Evaluation 

*-- - - - - -  

1. What activities did you participate in during the coal unit? 

#f Jrnu-4 [d ~i imaihm-  , ~ m e b a c  1 

A&, f l a p s ,  RC e b k ,  W;hY $+f 

2. What did you like best about our coal unit? 

3. What new information did you learn? 

5. What would you like t o  change about this coal unit? 

like t o  see in our next coal unit? 



2006-2007 Coal Unit 
Teacher Evaluation 

2. What activity do you feel your class enjoyed most? 

V$ ,h  #c;f ~ 5 ~ a f ' c k  ufi* 

3. What activity do you feel best assisted in your students' learning? 

J w d  w r A  

4. What would you like 

5. What new activities/topics would you like t o  see in next year's coal 
unit? 




